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Speakers,
simply
connected.
No cables, no fuss. Connect
speakers quickly and easily
through WiFi, and be connected
everywhere. Control the whole
experience from the palm of
your hand: play what you want,
the way you want.



Start With One.
Connect More.
Listen Everywhere.

Beosound Stage

Beosound Balance

Beosound Level



Speakers that
talk to each
other.

Add luxury to your
existing setup or start a
new one with Bang &
Olufsen Connected
Speakers. Compatible with
any speaker supporting
Chromecast™ or AirPlay 2.

Seamlessly connect over
WiFi and enjoy with all
your favourite streaming
services and devices.

Listen Everywhere.



Connect the way you
want.

Choose your preferred way to
connect over WiFi, whether that's
with Chromecast™ or Apple AirPlay

2. We’ve got you covered.

Stream the way you
want.

Play whatever you like from your
favourite streaming services, directly

from your Bang & Olufsen
connected speaker.



Connect.
Contol.
Play.

A simple way to connect
Bang & Olufsen
products past and
present. Stream
instantly, watch TV or
play vinyl from your
iconic turntable –
Beolink makes it all work
together. Control your
whole set up with one
remote. Start or stop
musical moments
throughout your home
with One Touch controls.



Striking stereo sound.
No strings attached.

A new dimension of music is now only
a click away. With Stereo Pairing, you
can wirelessly connect two of the
same speakers together to be
immersed in more detail, depth and
scale than ever before. Hear it all – just
as the artist intended.



Product Overview



Beosound Level

Coffee tables, work desks,
bookshelves – Beosound
Level settles right in.
Designed to look and sound
incredible anywhere, it
seamlessly connects to WiFi
while being free to move.
Long day ahead? 16-hour
battery life has you covered.
Music in the kitchen? It's
splash resistant. Sync it up.
Pick it up. And go.



Beosound Stage

Take the TV experience to a
different level with
Beosound Stage, a
beautifully crafted soundbar
that sounds as good as it
looks. Beosound Stage
enhances viewing pleasure
with a combination of the
latest in audio technology
and seamless design – as
well as being powerful
enough to avoid the need
for a separate subwoofer.



Beosound Balance

Smart. Loud. Beautiful. With
every crisp note and beat,
Balance builds a
soundscape. Seven uniquely
placed drivers disperse
music in 360 degrees – clear
acoustics up front, powerful
enhancers at the back. From
the table to the wall, your
music fills the room. With
punchy bass, clear mids, and
pure acoustic bliss.



Beolab 28

Don't be fooled by the looks.
Press play and move
through huge stereo
soundscapes with Beolab
28. Years of acoustic
excellence have led to this
moment: hear every boom,
breath and beat with a new
level of clarity and depth.
And when it comes to bass,
it hits. Hard. Studio-grade
quality, cinema-level
goosebumps.



Beosound Shape

Beosound Shape is a
modular speaker system for
design conscious music
lovers. Hanging like a unique
piece of art, it delivers
immersive sound staging
and the ability to improve
your room acoustics with its
built-in noise dampers. No
two configurations are likely
to be the same, and that's
the whole beauty.



Beoplay A9

The days of hiding your
stereo are over. We designed
Beoplay A9 like a beautiful
piece of furniture — with
carefully selected materials
and uncompromising
attention to detail. The result
is an iconic piece of music
design you can put on
display anywhere and
experience your music the
way the artists intended.



Beosound Edge

Imagine a coin elegantly
balancing on its edge, ready
to roll at the lightest touch.
The Beosound Edge is a
speaker and minimalist
design object in one.
Designed for intuitive touch
and motion, it’s an unbroken
circle of clarity and beauty.
Prepare to welcome a
unique and powerful
performance into your
home.



Beosound 2

Beosound 2 is designed for
flexibility. Delivering the
morning news from the
kitchen table or playing
discreetly from the living
room floor. With its clean
lines and small footprint, it
has an adaptable design that
fits in anywhere in your
home and delivers a 360-
degree sound experience
that fills the entire room.
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